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Abstract
Using Stein’s method, assuming Lindeberg’s condition, we nd a necessary and sucient
condition for the central limit theorem to hold for an array of random variables such that the
variables in each row are negatively correlated (i.e., every pair has negative covariance) and
their squares are also negatively correlated (in fact, a somewhat more general result is shown).
In particular, we obtain a necessary and sucient condition for the central limit theorem to
hold for an array of pairwise independent random variables satisfying Lindeberg’s condition. A
collection of random variables is said to be jointly symmetric if nite-dimensional joint distribu-
tions do not change when a subset of the variables is multiplied by −1. A corollary of our main
result is that the central limit theorem holds for pairwise independent jointly symmetric random
variables under Lindeberg’s condition. We also prove a central limit theorem for a triangular
array of variables satisfying some size constraints and where the n variables in each row are
(n)-tuplewise independent, i.e., every subset of cardinality no greater than (n) is independent,
where  is a function such that (n)=n1=2 ! 1. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
MSC: primary 60F05; secondary 60E15; 60F15
Keywords: Central limit theorem; Negatively correlated random variables; Random variables with
negatively correlated squares; Joint symmetry; Pairwise independence; Stein’s method
1. Introduction and main results
Write Cov(X; Y ) = E[XY ] − E[X ]E[Y ] for the covariance of the random variables
X and Y . The variables X1; : : : ; Xn are negatively correlated providing Cov(Xi; Xj)60
whenever i 6= j. They are uncorrelated if Cov(Xi; Xj) = 0 whenever i 6= j.
We shall say that a nite collection of random variables X1; : : : ; Xn is jointly sym-
metric if
(X1; : : : ; Xn)
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has the same joint distribution as
(1X1; : : : ; nXn)
whenever 1; : : : ; n are any combination of signs (i.e., whenever (1; : : : ; n) 2 f1;−1gn).
Note that given any collection Y1; : : : ; Yn of (possibly dependent) random variables, one
may form a jointly symmetric sequence X1; : : : ; Xn by taking an independent sequence of
independent Rademacher random variables r1; : : : ; rn (where P(rk =1)=P(rk =−1)= 12 )
and putting Xk = rkYk . We call an innite collection X1; X2; : : : of random variables
jointly symmetric if every nite subcollection is jointly symmetric.
A collection of random variables is N -tuplewise independent if every subcollection
of cardinality at most N is independent. The cases N = 2 and 4 are known as pairwise
and quadruplewise independence, respectively.
Etemadi (1981) has shown that the strong law of large numbers does not require full
independence and that pairwise independence suces for it. On the other hand, Janson
(1988) and Bradley (1989) have shown that pairwise independence is not sucient
for the central limit theorem, even if the random variables are bounded and identically
distributed. Pruss (1998) has extended this result to N -tuplewise independent random
variables, for any xed N 2 Z+. However, the counterexamples of Janson, Bradley
and Pruss are not jointly symmetric. Hong (1995) has shown that if X1; X2; : : : are
jointly symmetric, pairwise independent and identically distributed with a nite second
moment, then the central limit theorem holds for X1; X2; : : : : (Note that Hong (1995)
uses the term \symmetric" for the notion we denote by the term \jointly symmetric".)
The purpose of the present paper is to use Stein’s method (Stein, 1972; Chen, 1978,
1979) to derive, assuming Lindeberg’s condition, a necessary and sucient condition
for the central limit theorem for random variables which are negatively correlated and
have negatively correlated squares. As a corollary, we shall see that the assumption of
identical distribution in Hong’s (1995) result can be replaced by Lindeberg’s condition,
while Hong’s assumption of pairwise independence can be weakened to the assumption
of negatively correlated squares (note that this corollary could also be proved as a
consequence of Theorem 2:3 of McLeish (1974)). Moreover, we shall show that if
fXnj: 16j6kng is a double array of random variables satisfying some rather restrictive
size conditions and such that the nth row is (n)-tuplewise independent, where (n)
is a function such that (n)=k1=2n ! 1 as n ! 1, then the central limit theorem is
satised.
Let fXnj: 16j6kng be a double array of random variables. Write
s2n =
knX
j=1
Var[Xnj]:
Assume that for suciently large n we have sn 6= 0 (throughout, we shall be working
only with n that large). We shall use
P
i 6=j to indicate the sum over all pairs (i; j)
with i 6= j.
Theorem. Suppose that
lim sup
n!1
s−4n
X
i 6=j
Cov(X 2ni; X
2
nj)60; (1)
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and each variable Xni has mean zero. Assume Lindeberg’s condition that
lim
n!1 s
−2
n
knX
j=1
E[X 2nj  1fjXnjj>sng] = 0; 8> 0: (2)
Let Zn = s−1n (Xn1 +    + Xnkn). Assume that the fZng are uniformly integrable. Put
Znj =Zn−s−1n Xnj. Then; Zn converges in distribution to N(0; 1) if and only if for every
t 2 R we have
lim
n!1 s
−1
n
knX
j=1
E[XnjeitZnj ] = 0: (3)
The proof will be given in Section 2.
Corollary 1. Suppose for each xed n the variables Xn1; : : : ; Xnkn are negatively cor-
related; have mean zero and have negatively correlated squares. Assume Lindeberg’s
condition (2) holds. Then s−1n (Xn1 +   + Xnkn) converges in distribution to N(0; 1) if
and only if (3) holds for each t 2 R.
Remark 1. If Xn1; : : : ; Xnkn are pairwise independent then it follows automatically that
they are uncorrelated and that their squares are also uncorrelated. Thus, (3) constitutes a
necessary and sucient condition for an array of pairwise independent random variables
satisfying Lindeberg’s condition to also satisfy the central limit theorem.
Proof of Corollary 1. If the variables are negatively correlated and have mean zero,
then
E[(Xn1 +   + Xnkn)2]6E[X 2n1] +   + E[X 2nkn ] = s2n:
Hence E[Z2n ]61 for every n, and so the Zn are uniformly integrable. The rest of the
Corollary follows from the Theorem, since (1) follows directly from the assumption
of negative correlation of squares.
Corollary 2. Suppose for each n the variables Xn1; : : : ; Xnkn are jointly symmetric and
have negatively correlated squares. Assume Lindeberg’s condition (2) holds. Then
s−1n (Xn1 +   + Xnkn) converges in distribution to N(0; 1).
Proof. If Xn1; : : : ; Xnkn are jointly symmetric then E[XniXnj]=0 whenever i 6= j while all
the random variables necessarily have mean zero, so that E[XniXnj] = 0 = E[Xni]E[Xnj]
whenever i 6= j. Thus the variables are row-wise uncorrelated. Moreover, by joint sym-
metry (Xnj; Znj) and (−Xnj; Znj) have the same joint distributions, so that
E[−Xnj exp(itZnj)] =E[Xnj exp(itZnj)] = 0 for every n and j, and (3) follows trivially.
The convergence in distribution to N(0; 1) then follows from Corollary 1.
Remark 2. The conditions of Corollary 2 will in particular be satised if the random
variables satisfy Lindeberg’s condition and are pairwise independent and jointly sym-
metric. Hence, the Corollary is an extension of the results of Hong (1995) who proved
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the central limit theorem in the pairwise independent and jointly symmetric case for a
sequence of identically distributed random variables.
Remark 3. Alternately, Corollary 2 could also be proved as a consequence of
Theorem 2:3 of McLeish (1974).
Finally, we give a new application of our result, as requested by a referee. Let
 (t) =
R1
t (2)
−1=2e−x
2=2 dx be the Gaussian tail distribution.
Corollary 3. Suppose that :Z+ ! Z+ is such that (n)=k1=2n ! 1. Assume that
Xn1; : : : ; Xnkn are (n)-tuplewise independent for every xed n and have mean zero.
Suppose that there is a constant c 2 (0;1) independent of n and k such that
P(jXnk j>tsn=k1=2n )62c (t=c) (4)
for all t > 0. Then; s−1n (Xn1 +   + Xnkn) converges to N(0; 1) in distribution.
Remark 4. It is not known whether the Gaussian tail condition (4) can be replaced
by Lindeberg’s condition. Note that (4) will in particular hold if we always have
E[X 2nk ] = 1 and the Xnk are uniformly bounded. Corollary 3 is to be contrasted to the
work of Pruss (1998) where it was shown that the result can fail if (n) is constant,
even in a uniformly bounded and identically distributed case. It is not known what
minimal rate of growth on (n) is needed to guarantee the central limit theorem in
the context of Corollary 3, just as it is not known how far (4) can be relaxed.
Remark 5. For a concrete example of variables verifying the conditions of Corollary 3,
suppose that kn is any sequence tending to 1, that  is such that (n)=k1=2n !1, and
that 0; 1; 2; : : : are independent random variables uniformly distributed over [0; 2].
Let  be any bounded Borel measurable function on the unit circle in the complex
plane. Put
Xnk = (exp i(0 + k1 + k22 +   + k(n)−1(n)−1))− 12
Z 2
0
(ei) d:
It is not very dicult to check that Xn1; : : : ; Xnkn are (n)-tuplewise independent (Janson,
1988, p. 448, Remark 6), have mean zero and are identically distributed, but in general
are not independent if (n)<n (for instance, if (z) is the argument of z, then knowing
any (n) + 1 of the Xnk for a xed n determines the values of the whole row of the
array).
To prove Corollary 3, we need a small elementary lemma.
Lemma 1. Suppose X1; : : : ; XN are independent mean zero random variables such that
P(jXk j>ut)62c (t=c) (5)
for all t and k; where c>1 and u are constants independent of t and k; and where  
is the Gaussian tail distribution. Then; if m 2 Z+; we have
E[(X1 +   + XN )2m]6(m!)(uc0)2mNm;
where c0 depends only on c.
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Proof. The result is elementary in the case where X1; : : : ; XN are (0; u)-normal ran-
dom variables and c = 1. If X1; : : : ; XN are not normal and c is not necessarily one,
then (5) guarantees that X1; : : : ; XN are weak mean dominated by a (0; uc)-normal ran-
dom variable (see Pruss (1997) for the denition of weak mean domination), and
if they are in addition symmetric, then the result we need follows from the nor-
mal case and the main comparison inequality of Pruss (1997). The remaining case
is where the variables are not symmetric. The symmetric case, together with standard
symmetrization inequalities (Loeve, 1963, Section 17:1:A), is enough to show that
we have
E[(X1 +   + XN − )2m]6(m!)(uc1)2mNm; (6)
where c1 depends only on c, and  is a median of SN
def= X1 +   +XN . Now, it is easy
to see that because P(jSN j>jj)> 12 ,
2
2
6E[S2N ] =
NX
i=1
E[X 2i ]6c2u
2N;
where c2 depends only on c, and where we have used (5). Combining this with (6)
we easily obtain the desired bound.
Proof of Corollary 3. Without loss of generality, sn=1 for all n. For n suciently large
that (n)>2, we will have Xn1; : : : ; Xnkn pairwise independent, and hence Corollary 1
applies. Lindeberg’s condition easily follows from (4). Hence, the central limit theorem
holds if and only if (3) is satised. To check (3), we rst need to note that
E[XnjZmnj] = 0 if m<(n) and 16j6kn: (7)
For, Zmnj is the sum of monomials in the variables Xn1; : : : ; Xn( j−1); Xn( j+1); : : : ; Xnkn ,
each monomial containing at most m of these variables. A typical monomial is M =
Xnj1Xnj2 : : : Xnjm , where j1; : : : ; jm are not necessarily distinct numbers in f1; : : : ; j − 1;
j+1; : : : ; kng. This monomial is then independent of Xnj by (n)-tuplewise independence
if m<(n). Hence E[XnjM ] = E[Xnj]E[M ] = 0 as E[Xnj] = 0. Hence, for m<(n),
the quantity E[XnjZmnj] vanishes since it is a sum of terms of the form E[XnjM ].
Secondly, we need an estimate of E[Z2mnj ]. Let N be the smallest integer greater than
or equal to (kn− 1)=(n). Let A1; : : : ; AN be any partition of f1; : : : ; j− 1; j + 1; : : : ; kng
into disjoint subsets of cardinality at most (n) each. Put Tk =
P
i2Ak Xni. Note that
N62kn=(n). Then
E[Z2mnj ] = E
2
4 NX
k=1
Tk
!2m356E
"
N 2m−1
NX
k=1
T 2mk
#
6N 2m−1(m!)(c0=k1=2n )
2mNm
6 (2kn=(n))3m(m!)(c0)2m=kmn6
m!  8m(c0)2mk2mn
((n))3m
; (8)
where we have used Lemma 1, inequality (4), and the fact that each Tk is a sum of
independent random variables, since it is a sum of at most (n) of our variables.
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Put an = (n)=k
1=2
n . Then, an ! 1. Note that by Stirling’s formula there is a con-
stant C > 0 such that m!>C(m=e)m for all m. Using (7), Fubini’s theorem, Holder’s
inequality, the fact that sn = 1, and (8), we then see that for each xed t 2 R,
knX
j=1
E[XnjeitZnj ]
 =

knX
j=1
E
" 1X
m=0
Xnj
(itZnj)m
m!
#
=

knX
j=1
E
2
4 1X
m=(n)
Xnj
(itZnj)m
m!
3
5

6
1X
m=(n)
jtjm
m!
E
2
4 knX
j=1
jXnjZmnjj
3
5
6
1X
m=(n)
jtjm
m!
0
@E
2
4 knX
j=1
X 2nj
3
5
1
A
1=20
@E
2
4 knX
j=1
Z2mnj
3
5
1
A
1=2
6
1X
m=(n)
k1=2n
(m!)1=2(
p
8c0jtj)mkmn
(m!)((n))3m=2
= k1=2n
1X
m=(n)
(
p
8c0jtj)mkm=4n
(m!)1=2a3m=2n
6k1=2n
1X
m=(n)
(
p
8c0ejtj)mkm=4n
C1=2mm=2a3m=2n
6 k1=2n
1X
m=(n)
(
p
8c0ejtj)mkm=4n
C1=2((n))m=2a3m=2n
=
k1=2n
C1=2
1X
m=ank
1=2
n
(
p
8c0ejtj)m
a2mn
! 0;
since an !1. Hence (3) holds.
Remark 6. Consider the sequence of (complex-valued) bounded identically distributed
quadruplewise independent random variables
fe2i(A+Bn+Cn2+Dn3)g1n=1; (9)
where A; B; C and D are independent random variables uniformly distributed on [0; 1]
(see Janson, 1988, p. 448, Remark 6). Sums like
PN
n=1 e
2i(A+Bn+Cn2+Dn3) are much
studied in number theory (see, e.g., Vinogradov, 1975, 1980), but it is apparently not
known whether a central limit theorem holds for them (but see, e.g., Berkes (1990),
Jurkat and Van Horne (1981, 1983), Marklof (1999) and Sina (1989) for some other
work on limits of sums similar to these). As noted before, Pruss (1998) has constructed
a sequence of bounded identically distributed quadruplewise independent random vari-
ables which do not satisfy the central limit theorem, but this sequence is dierent from
(9) and it may be that for (9) the central limit theorem does hold.
Remark 7. It is apparently not known whether a central limit theorem necessarily
holds for a strictly stationary sequence of quadruplewise independent random variables
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(under appropriate size conditions). By our theorem it is only necessary to check for
the validity of (3), but this does not appear to be an easy task.
2. Proof of the theorem
Our proof proceeds by means of the method of Stein (1972) as applied by Chen
(1978). The crucial result coming from this method is as follows.
Lemma 2 (cf. Chen, 1978, Lemma 1:2). Let fZng be a uniformly integrable sequence
of random variables. Then Zn converges in distribution to N(0; 1) if and only if for
every real number t we have
lim
n!1 E[Zne
itZn − iteitZn ] = 0: (10)
Chen (1978) only states that (10) is sucient for convergence to N(0; 1), but the
necessity of (10) is also easy to see because if Zn converges in distribution to Z1,
then
lim
n!1 E[Zne
itZn − iteitZn ] = E[Z1eitZ1 − iteitZ1 ]
by uniform integrability, and the right-hand side here is equal to −i(0(t) + t(t)),
where  is the characteristic function of Z1. But the characteristic function of N(0; 1)
is (t) = e−t
2
for which 0(t) = −t(t) and so indeed (10) holds. Chen’s (1978)
argument for suciency is based on similar ideas, but needs a passage to a weakly
convergent subsequence.
Proof of Theorem. Without loss of generality, we may assume that sn = 1 for every
n. Let n be a sequence of strictly positive real numbers tending to 0 such that
−1n
knX
j=1
E[X 2nj  1fjXnjj>ng] ! 0 as n !1: (11)
The existence of such a sequence is a consequence of (2) together with the assumption
that sn = 1 and an elementary lemma (see Chung, 1974, Lemma 1, pp. 206{207).
Now, let
Ynj = Xnj  1fjXnjj6ng
and put
Wn =
nX
j=1
Ynj:
We claim that (3) is equivalent to the condition
lim
n!1
knX
j=1
E[YnjeitZnj ] = 0: (12)
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To see this, note that
knX
j=1
E[jXnjeitZnj − YnjeitZnj j] =
knX
j=1
E[jXnjj  1fjXnjj>ng]
6
knX
j=1
−1n E[jXnjj2  1fjXnjj>ng]
= o(1); (13)
by (11), where as always in this paper the expression \o(an)" means \o(an) as n !1".
The equivalence of (3) and (12) follows.
We shall show that under the conditions of the theorem, for every bounded function
f 2 C2(R) for which f0 and f00 are also bounded, the condition
lim
n!1 E[Znf(Zn)− f
0(Zn)] = 0 (14)
holds if and only if
lim
n!1
knX
j=1
E[Ynjf(Znj)] = 0: (15)
The equivalence of (10) and (12) will follow by setting f(u) = eitu. The conclusion
of the theorem will then immediately follow from Lemma 2.
So x a bounded f 2 C2(R) such that f0 and f00 are also bounded. Throughout,
C will denote a nite positive constant which may dier from line to line and which
may also depend on f. Then,
jE[Znf(Zn)−Wnf(Zn)]j6CE[jZn −Wnj] = o(1); (16)
where we have used the boundedness of f together with the argument used in (13).
Now,
E[Wnf(Zn)] =
knX
j=1
E[Ynjf(Znj + Xnj)]
=
knX
j=1
E[Ynj(f(Znj) + f0(Znj)Xnj + nj)]
for some random variable nj such that jnjj6CX 2nj with probability 1. (We may take
C = 12 supx jf00(x)j.) Let
n =
knX
j=1
Ynjf(Znj):
Then,
E[Wnf(Zn)− n] =
knX
j=1
E[XnjYnjf0(Znj) + Ynjnj]: (17)
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But 
knX
j=1
E[Ynjnj]
6
knX
j=1
CE[jXnjj3  1fjXnjj6ng]
6
knX
j=1
CnE[X 2nj] = Cn = o(1); (18)
while XnjYnj = Y 2nj by denition of Ynj, so that (16) and (17) imply that
E[Znf(Zn)− n] = o(1) +
knX
j=1
E[Y 2njf
0(Znj)]: (19)
But jf0(Znj)− f0(Zn)j6CjXnjj, so that
knX
j=1
jE[Y 2njf0(Znj)]− E[Y 2njf0(Zn)]j6C
knX
j=1
E[jYnjj3] = o(1);
where we have re-used the argument in (18). Hence, (19) implies that
E[Znf(Zn)− n] = o(1) +
knX
j=1
E[Y 2njf
0(Zn)]:
Therefore,
jE[Znf(Zn)− n − f0(Zn)]j= o(1) +

0
@ knX
j=1
E[Y 2njf
0(Zn)]
1
A− E[f0(Zn)]

= o(1) +

knX
j=1
E[(Y 2nj − 2nj)f0(Zn)]
 ; (20)
where 2nj = Var Xnj = E[X
2
nj] and where we have used the fact that
Pkn
j=1 
2
nj = 1. But
by Holder’s inequality,0
@E
2
4 knX
j=1
(Y 2nj − 2nj)f0(Zn)
3
5
1
A
2
6 E
2
64
0
@ knX
j=1
(Y 2nj − 2nj)f0(Zn)
1
A
2
3
75
6C2E
2
64
0
@ knX
j=1
(Y 2nj − 2nj)
1
A
2
3
75 ; (21)
where C = supxjf0(x)j.
Let ynj = Y 2nj − 2nj. Then
E
2
64
0
@ knX
j=1
ynj
1
A
2
3
75= knX
j=1
E[y2nj] +
X
i 6=j
E[yniynj]: (22)
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We shall show that the right-hand side tends to zero as n !1. First note thatX
i 6=j
E[yniynj] =
X
i 6=j
E[Y 2niY
2
nj]− 2
X
i 6=j
2njE[Y
2
ni] +
X
i 6=j
2ni
2
nj: (23)
But,
knX
i=1
knX
j=1
2njE[
2
ni − Y 2ni] =
0
@ knX
j=1
2nj
1
A knX
j=1
E[X 2ni  1fjXnij>ng]
= o(1); (24)
since
Pkn
j=1 
2
nj = 1 and by (11). Therefore, by (23) we haveX
i 6=j
E[yniynj] = o(1) +
X
i 6=j
(E[Y 2niY
2
nj]− 2ni2nj)
6 o(1) +
X
i 6=j
(E[X 2niX
2
nj]− 2ni2nj)6o(1); (25)
since jXnk j>jYnk j with probability one and by (1).
On the other hand, using (24) again together with the observation that 2nj>E[Y
2
nj]
and the fact that sn = 1,
knX
j=1
E[y2nj] =
knX
j=1
E[Y 4nj − 2Y 2nj2nj + 4nj]
=
knX
j=1
[(E[Y 4nj]− 2njE[Y 2nj]) + 2nj(2nj − E[Y 2nj])]
6
knX
j=1
E[Y 4nj] + o(1)
6
knX
j=1
2nE[X
2
nj  1fjXnjj6ng] + o(1)62ns2n + o(1) = o(1):
Combining this with (20){(22) and (25), we see that
jE[Znf(Zn)− n − f0(Zn)]j= o(1):
By denition of n, it then follows that (14) holds if and only if (15) holds, as desired.
Thus, (3) and (10) are equivalent and in the light of the lemma the proof of the
theorem is complete.
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